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Abstract - In data publishing cloud computing is going to 

be play a vital role. Cloud storage offers the users to store 

their data on cloud in cloud computing to reduce the online 

burden and maintenance. The user physically deletes the 

data from his local storage after outsourcing the data to the 

cloud so providing security for outsourced data is 

considered as an important task. So this paper proposes 

privacy preserving and public auditing for secure storage. 

In this technique the users delegates their work to third 
party auditors (TPA) to check the integrity of the out 

sourced data when needed is called auditing process so 

that the users do not worry about their data possession and 

the data towards TPA should be protected using some 

encryption mechanisms to provide privacy. Efficient and 

secure access for large amount of data stored in cloud 

server an important task. for efficient access of large 

amount of outsourced data they proposes to encrypt every 

block with different encryption keys, they uses key 

derivation methods to reduce the no of keys used. In this 

paper they also proposes lazy revocation and over 

encryption where revoked users cannot access the updated 
information from the cloud server. 

 

Keywords - online cloud storage, dynamic data, third 

party auditor, broadcast encryption. 
 

1. Introduction 
 

 While dealing with the cloud computing at corporate 

level, the confidential and expensive data  is transmitted  

over  the cloud systems  to perform computational tasks. 

Managing  such huge amount  of  data  at  local  level    is  

quite  difficult  and  costly, because of  requirements of 

high storage capacity and qualified personnel. Therefore, 

in modified cloud systems, the storage is offered  by  cloud  

service  providers  (CSPs)  emerged  as  a solution  to  

reduce  the  burden  of  large  local  data  storage  and 

maintenance cost by means of outsourcing data storage  

 

 
 

[1]-[2]. This  can  be  called  as  Storage-as-a-Service.  

Because  of    the data owner physically releases sensitive 

data to a remote CSP, there  may  be  some  concerns  

regarding  confidentiality, integrity,  and  access  control  

of  the  data.  Consider confidentiality, this  feature can be 

provided  by the owner  by encrypting  the  data  before  

outsourcing  to  remote  servers.  To verify  the  data  

integrity  over  cloud  servers,    provable  data possession  

technique  has  been  proposed.  This  validates  the 

intactness of data stored on remote sites.[3].  
 

PDP scheme first pre process the data file F to generate 

metadata and modifies the file before transmitting it the 

cloud. Stores the metadata on his local storage, encrypts 

the file and along with metadata outsources it to the cloud 

server. 

 

Client selects metadata randomly and sends it as challenge 

to the server. Servers then compute the challenge and 

generate the proof &send it to client as response. Then 

client verifies the proof with their locally stored metadata 

if both match then it not modified by server otherwise it 
altered by server or other unauthorized users. 

 

It reduces the I/O costs because they uses some constant 

amount metadata for verification instead of retrieving the 

entire file. 

 

2. Related Work 
 

Juels et al. [3] described a formal “proof of 
irretrievability” (POR) model for ensuring the remote data 

integrity. Their scheme combines spot-cheking and error-

correcting code to ensure both possession and 

irretrievability of files on archive service systems. 

Shacham et al. [4] built on this model and constructed a 

random linear function based homomorphic authenticator 

which enables unlimited number of queries and requires 

less communication overhead. Bowers et al. [5] pro- posed 

an improved framework for POR protocols that general- 
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izes both Juels and Shacham’s work. Later in their 

subsequent work, Bowers et al. [10] extended POR model 

to distributed systems. However, all these schemes are 

focusing on static data. The effectiveness of their schemes 

rests primarily on the pre-processing steps that the user 

conducts before outsourcing the data file F . Any change to 
the contents of F, even few bits, must propagate through 

the error-correcting code, thus introducing significant 

computation and communication complexity. 

 

In other related work, Lillibridge et al. [9] presented a P2P 

backup scheme in which blocks of a data file are dispersed 

across m+k peers using an (m+k, m)-erasure code. Peers 

can request random blocks from their backup peers and 

verify the integrity using separate keyed cryptographic 

hashes attached on each block. Their scheme can detect 

data loss from free- riding peers, but does not ensure all 

data is unchanged. Filho et al. [16] proposed to verify data 
integrity using RSA-based hash to demonstrate 

uncheatable data possession in peer-to- peer file sharing 

networks. However, their proposal requires exponentiation 

over the entire data file, which is clearly impractical for the 

server whenever the file is large. Shah et al. [17] proposed 

allowing a TPA to keep online storage honest by first 

encrypting the data then sending a number of pre- 

computed symmetric-keyed hashes over the encrypted data 

to the auditor. However, their scheme only works for 

encrypted files, and auditors must maintain long-term 

state. Schwarz et al. [8] proposed to ensure file integrity 
across multiple distributed servers, using erasure-coding 

and block-level file integrity checks. However, their 

scheme only considers static data files and does not 

explicitly studies the problem of data error localization, 

which we are considering in this work. 

 

3. Existing with Limitations 
 

Commonly, traditional access control techniques assume 

the existence of the data owner and the storage servers in 

the same trust domain. This assumption, however, no 

longer holds when the data is outsourced to a remote CSP, 

which takes the full charge of the outsourced data 

management, and resides outside the trust domain of the 

data owner. Existing research close to our work can be 

found in the areas of integrity verification of outsourced 

data, cryptographic file systems in distributed networks, 

and access control of outsourced data.  
 

Through outsourcing data storage scenario, data owners 

delegate the storage and management of their data to a 

CSP in exchange for pre-specified fees metered in 

GB/month. Such outsourcing of data storage enables 

owners to store more data on remote servers than on 

private computer systems. Moreover, the CSP often 

provides better disaster recovery by replicating the data on 

multiple servers across multiple data canters achieving a 

higher level of availability. Thus, many authorized users 

are allowed to access the remotely stored data from 

different geographic locations making it more convenient 

for them. 

 

4. Proposed with Advantages 
 

In this paper, we propose a cloud-based storage scheme 

that allows the data owner to benefit from the facilities 

offered by the CSP and enables indirect mutual trust 

between them. The proposed scheme has four important 

features: (i) it allows the owner to outsource sensitive data 
to a CSP, and perform full block-level dynamic operations 

on the outsourced data, i.e., block modification, insertion, 

deletion, and append, (ii) it ensures that authorized users 

(i.e., those who have the right to access the owner’s file) 

receive the latest version of the outsourced data, (iii) it 

enables indirect mutual trust between the owner and the 

CSP, and (iv)it allows the owner to grant or revoke access 

to the outsourced data. We discuss the security issues of 

the proposed scheme. Besides, we justify its performance 

through theoretical analysis and experimental evaluation 

of storage, communication, and computation overheads. 
 

 
 

Fig 1. Architecture of Concept 

4.1 Modules 

4.1.1. Data Owner Registration 

4.1.2. Data User  Registration 

4.1.3. TTP (trusted third part) 

4.1.4. CSP(cloud service provider) 

4.1.5. Download File 
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4.1.1 Data Owner Registration 
 

In this module if a owner of data have to store data on a 

cloud server, he/she should register their details first. 
These details are maintained in a Database. Then he has to 

upload the file in a file database. The file which are stored 

in a database are in an encrypted form. Authorized users 

can only decode it. 

 

4.1.2 Data User  Registration 
 

In this module if a user wants to access the data which is 

stored in a cloud server, he/she should register their details 
first. These details are maintained in a Database.. 

 

4.1.3 TTP (trusted third part) 
 

this module TTP has monitors the data owners file by 

verifying the data owner’s file and stored the file in a 

database .Also ttp checks the CSP(CLOUD SERVICE 

PROVIDER),and find out whether the  csp is authorized 

one or not. 
 

4.1.4 CSP(cloud service provider) 
 

this module CSP has to get the key first. Then only he can 

store the file in his cloud server.Ttp can only check the csp 

whether the csp is authorized csp or not.If its fake,ttp wont 

allow the file to store in cloud server. 

 

5. System Components and Relations  
 

The cloud computing storage model considered in this 

work consists of four main components as illustrated in 

Fig. 1: (i) a data owner that can be an organization 

generating sensitive data to be stored in the cloud and 

made available for controlled external use; (ii) a CSP who 

manages cloud servers and provides paid storage space on 
its infrastructure to store the owner’s files and make them 

available for authorized users; (iii) authorized users – a set 

of owner’s clients who have the right to access the remote 

data; and (iv) a trusted third party (TTP), an entity who is 

trusted by all other system components, and has expertise 

and capabilities to detect and specify dishonest parties. In 

Fig. 1, the relations between different system components 

are represented by double-sided arrows, where solid and 

dashed arrows represent trust and distrust relations, 

respectively. For example, the data 

 

 
Fig 2. Cloud computing data storage system model 

 

owner, the authorized users, and the CSP trust the TTP. 

On the other hand, the data owner and the authorized users 

have mutual distrust relations with the CSP. Thus, the TTP 

is used to enable indirect mutual trust between these three 

components. There is a direct trust relation between the 

data owner and the authorized users. 

 

5.1. Security Requirements 
 

Confidentiality: outsourced data must be protected from 

the TTP, the CSP, and users that are not granted access. 

Integrity: outsourced data is required to remain intact on 

cloud servers. The data owner and authorized users must 

be enabled to recognize data corruption over the CSP side. 

Newness: receiving the most recent version of the 

outsourced data file is an imperative requirement of cloud-
based storage systems. There must be a detection 

mechanism if the CSP ignores any data-update requests 

issued by the owner. Access control: only authorized users 

are allowed to access the outsourced data. Revoked users 

can read unmodified data,   however, they must not be able 

to read updated/newblocks. CSP’s defence: the CSP must 

be safeguarded against false accusations that may be 

claimed by dishonest owner/users, and such a malicious 

behavior is required to be revealed. 

 

6. Conclusion 

 
Outsourcing data to remote servers has become a growing 
trend for many organizations to alleviate the burden of 

local data storage and maintenance. In this work we have 

studied different aspects of outsourcing data storage: 

block-level data dynamic, newness, mutual trust, and 

access control. We have proposed a cloud-based storage 

scheme which supports outsourcing of dynamic data, 

where the owner is capable of not only archiving and 

accessing the data stored by the CSP, but also updating 

and scaling this data on the remote servers. The proposed 

scheme enables the authorized users to ensure that they are 

receiving the most recent version of the outsourced data. 

Moreover, in case of dispute regarding data 
integrity/newness,  
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